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Four unforgettable shifter romances set in the Desert Southwest! Immerse yourself in
suspenseful paranormal romances set in the spellbinding scenery of the Desert Southwest.
Take off on the back of a coyote shifter’s motorcycle, soar through the sky with a phoenix
shifter, and fall in love with the wolf shifter of your dreams. Howl at the full moon as it rises over
mesas, canyons, and mysterious ruins of cultures long past. Surrender yourself to destiny and
lose yourself in sizzling romance. SOUTHWEST SHIFTERS includes... DESERT HUNT by
Anna Lowe Rae has a secret — one she can’t allow any wolf pack to discover. But with an old
enemy hot on her heels, she has no option but to trust Zack, the man from the wrong side of
the tracks. Taking off on the back of Zack's Harley seems like good idea at first, but when she
lowers her defenses for the captivating coyote shifter, she might just be risking it all. THE
LONE WOLF'S WISH by Lisa Kessler Shane Dodd has lost everything, his Pack, his home,
and hope. His only wish this Christmas is to live long enough to exact revenge on the Nero
assassin he believes killed his Pack. But when he steps between a bullet and Piper Holland
everything changes. The woman dressed as one of Santa's elves is his mate, and she ignites a
flame in his heart. But hope and love are dangerous wishes for a lone wolf. GUARDIAN WOLF
by J.K. Harper Being a Guardian for the Black Mesa Wolf Pack meant everything to Lily
Bardou, until the night she made a fatal mistake. Since then, she’s kept her wild side tightly
leashed, denying her responsibilities to her pack and her own sensual needs. Then Kieran
Rendall prowls into her life, very willing to help Lily let go of the past—and to unlock her caged
passions. PHOENIX RISING by Bianca D'Arc Lance is inexplicably drawn to the sun and
doesn’t understand why. Tina is a witch who remembers him from their high school days.
She’d had a crush on the quiet boy who had an air of magic about him. Reunited by Fate, she
wonders if she could be the one to ground him and make him want to stay even after the fire
within him claims his soul…if only their love can be strong enough. Don’t miss these four
unforgettable shifter romances set in the Desert Southwest! Get your FREE copy today!
Keywords related to this Southwest shifter series starter box set: Free Romance Series
Starters, Wolf Shifters, Witches, Coyote Shifters, Phoenix Shifters, Bestselling Series, Free
Paranormal Romance , Wolf Shifter Free, Wolf Shifter Romance Free, Shifter Romance,
Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolf Romance, Billionaire Romance,
New Adult Romance, Romance eBook, Romance Series, Top Romance Reads, Fantasy
Romance, Hot Romance, Alpha Hero, Feisty Heroine, USA Today Bestselling Author, J.K.
Harper, Anna Lowe, Bianca D'Arc, Lisa Kessler, Wolves, Billionaire, Wealthy, Millionaire,
Women's Fiction, Racy Romance, Romance Novel, Romance Books, Seduction, Sexy,
Sensual, Current, Paranormal, Supernatural, Fantasy, Series, Story, Action Adventure, Hot
Sexy Read, Love Story, Best Selling Shifter Series, Alpha Male, Happy Ever After, Book, Rich,
Racy, Romance eBook, Quick read, Werewolf, Fated Mates, HEA, Curvy, BBW, Big Beautiful
Woman, Fantasy Books, Epic Paranormal Romance Series, Werewolves and Shifters, Popular
Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Billionaire, Spells & Charms, Romance
Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential Reads, Paranormal Romance Series, Adventure
Books, Mythology and Folklore, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Heroine,
Supernatural and Occult, Fantasy Stories, Shifter Series, Fantasy, Paranormal Romance
Books, Magical Adventures, Free, Freebie, Free Book, Free Books, Free ebook, ebook, Free
Novel, Series Starter, Free Series Starter, Free First in Series, Free Box Set.
When you can barely keep it together, the right woman can send everything into a tailspin...
Tanner,a talented artist with an anger management problem, is anxious about his first day at a
new job. Not only does he have new job jitters, he's worried those nerves might cause his inner
wolf to come out, and he's not really sure what could happen if it does! But that's why he
arranged to have breakfast with his best friend, who did a good job of calming him down and
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screwing his head on straight. But then he noticed her, and his inner wolf howled it's desire to
pursue her at any length! Every Monday in 2019 I'll be releasing a brand new novella for you to
gobble up! Collect all the Shifter Babies of America series and enjoy a nice little one-sitting
story!
Book 4.75 in the Black Mesa Wolves series by USA Today bestselling author J.K. Harper “5
Stars ~ Sweet romance with pack intrigue mixed in.” With devoted mate Rielle still his most
ardent champion, down and out wolf shifter Caleb Bardou is slowly piecing back together his
busted up life. He's a fighter at heart—but when he was justifiably stripped of his Pack Guardian
status, it about knocked him out cold. Now he gives his all to a hot new business training other
shifters for the fight ring. He's back in the game and looking for a big win, his sexy mate at his
side all the way. Then an old enemy shows up in the final round and threatens to sucker punch
Caleb and Rielle's future. It might finally be time for Caleb to show the world what he's really
made of...and make it a happy new year after all. To the reader: This story is filled with hawt
times, sexy romance, and the secret world of wolf shifters. If you love shifters, small towns, and
the power of wild love to always triumph in the end, this book is for you. Other books by J.K.:
Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf Hunting Wolf Wild Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas
Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf Rogue Wolf (coming soon) Dragon Mates
Dazzled Thrilled Burned Wicked Wolf Shifters Volume 1: Cassandra & Trevor's story
Surrendered to the Pack - Part 1 Claimed by the Pack - Part 2 Taken by the Pack - Part 3
Mated to the Pack - Part 4 Volume 2: Tamsin & Jackson's story Ruled by the Pack - Part 5
Hunted by the Pack - Part 6 Destined for the Pack - Part 7 - coming soon Fans of the following
books and series are known to enjoy this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with
sizzling sex scenes, alpha male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between
werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love
alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born
in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against
magic dark lover dark stranger the dream desired by the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf
first bite garden of the wolf golden age greyriver shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods Kate
Daniels’ Magic Series luna proxy master of magic dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage
natural witch obsidian son protected mate raised in fire shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted
fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger wolf lake wolf’s secret baby Keywords related
to this scorching hot, romantic wolf shifter series: 21st Century, Action Adventure, Adventure
Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals & Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling
Series, Black Mesa Wolves, Book, Contemporary, Current, ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential
Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Fantasy Romance, Fantasy Stories,
Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After, HEA, Heroine, Holiday Romance,
Hot Romance, Hot Sexy Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper, Love Story, Magical
Adventures, Millionaire, Mythology and Folklore, New Adult Romance, New Adult, Paranormal
Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal Romance Series, Paranormal
Romance, Paranormal, Popular Series, Quick read, Racy Romance, Rich, Romance Books,
Romance eBook, Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic Suspense, Seduction, Sensual,
Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter Romance, Shifter Series, Short Reads,
Small Town Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult, Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful
Read, Thriller, Top Rated Books, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Top
Romance Reads, USA Today Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolf, Werewolves and
Shifters, Wolf Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolves, Women's Fiction
One is forsworn. One is forsaken. One will pay. Noah and Luther are in love. The problem,
Luther is a beta, Noah is an omega, and their mating is forbidden. Worse, if Noah can't find an
acceptable alpha in the next three days, he will have no choice but to mate with Raymond, an
alpha he despises. Then Arthur arrives, and everything falls apart. Arthur is an alpha with a
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secret. He and his mother were betrayed, and both wear the mark of it. Now, Arthur will stop at
nothing to make the alpha who cursed them pay. Now, with revenge in his teeth, Arthur's own
body betrays him. Twice. Will Arthur sacrifice love and happiness for vengeance? Or will he
choose another path? Find out in Omega Challenge an action-packed Omegaverse romance.
This is a short book set prior to the events of the other three books of the Pine Creek Lake
series. If you love shifters, mmm menage, alpha, omega, and beta dynamics, adventure,
magic, and a touch of mpreg, grab Omega Challenge now!
***PART 1 of a 3 PART Serialized Novel!!*** Pack Master, Barrett Middleton gave his life in
exchange to protect his Wolf Pack from a blood debt. He was dead. Supposed to stay dead.
But his Guardian and a powerful Fae took it upon themselves to resurrect him. Ryker and
Celeste Nordstrom don’t understand what they’ve done. Barrett struggles to walk the line
between being alive and being dead. When a beautiful female wolf named Jacey comes
around, he’s faced with a choice—give into the desires of his heart and soul…or stay away and
protect her from the darkness threatening to swallow Barrett whole. This is a paranormal
romance. From USA Today best-selling author Jodi Vaughn comes a paranormal romance,
dark fantasy, and urban fantasy perfect for fans of True Blood, Sons of Anarchy, Underworld.
Keywords: paranormal romance, ebook, romance ebook, fantasy book,dark fantasy, lycan,
werewolf, romance book, paranormal, werewolf, series, romance, romance books, romance
book, romance, book, ebook, romance ebook, romance book, romance novel, book, romance
books, fantasy, paranormal, adult paranormal romance, werewolf love story, werewolf, adult
reads, contemporary crushes, werewolves, dark fantasy, supernatural, Rise of the Arkansas
Werewolves series, Paranormal Romance, Romance, Paranormal, Love, Action & Adventure,
alpha male, fated mates, Fantasy, Southern romance, Southern paranormal romance, dark
fantasy, fantasy new adult, superhero fantasy ebooks, witches, vampires and witches,
superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, Arkansas, MC werewolf romance, MC
paranormal romance series, Jodi Vaughn, supernatural, romance, mystery, superpowers,
paranormal, series, fantasy. superhero, paranormal fantasy, paranormal romance, motorcycle
romance series, Werewolf motorcycle romance series, strong female, on the run, kidnapped,
Louisiana, Southern paranormal romance series, supernatural, romance, mystery,
superpowers, paranormal, Harley Davidson motorcycle, series, fantasy, coming of age, fantasy
first in series, shapeshifter romance with sex, wolf shifter romance, paranormal romance,
shifter romance, new adult romance, werewolf soldier, romance ebook, top romance reads,
fantasy romance, paranormal elements new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy,
folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action, adventure,
second chances, comedy, humor, book, books, book, books, ebook, ebook, novel, rich, quick
read, read, short, serial, series, funny, female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller,
alpha male, literature, story, stories, hero, fiction, romance, romance, romance ebook,
romance ebooks, romance book, romance books, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy,
romance novel, romance books, urban, contemporary, 21st century, current, past, rogue
werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, transform, wolf, gray wolves, red wolves, Guardian werewolves,
Guardian, under cover, under cover werewolf, paranormal thriller and suspense, werewolf
murder, werewolf thriller, werewolf suspense, witch mystery, witch mystery and thriller,
sacrificial, blood debt, blood debt paid, werewolf in hiding, werewolf hiding out, Fae, Fae
mystery, resurrection, werewolf resurrection, Colorado, wedding, Billionaire werewolf,
Billionaire werewolf romance, marriage, wolf pack, paranormal billionaire romance,
Fall in love with the Bad Alpha Dad Today! Just one scream and Clover’s life is changed
forever. Who would have thought saving a werewolf pup would lead her to him. Ash, werewolf
tracker, sexy beast and here she is, only human because she can’t find the courage to say
yes when her best friend offers to change her. Fear of death has kept her at bay…she’s heard
of humans dying when they reject the change. But now she’s stuck in the same house with
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Patrick and Ash for her protection. His brown eyes call to her, but to be bound to Ash forever
gives Clover pause…even if she finds him to be the sexiest man ever. She’ll be forced to adjust
to her changing life. After spending months searching for a solid lead on the Devil Hunters, Ash
is thrown a bad shift when his cousins are killed, leaving their three-year-old boy behind. As
Patrick’s guardian, he must keep him safe, but he comes with his own curvy rescuer… Clover
is a headstrong female ready to protect the pup. His wolf calls her his mate and he’s willing to
find out if they are meant to be, but the hunters are still out there. If he wants to keep both of
them from harm, he has to find a way to end the Devil Hunters. However, it’s harder than
shifting without a break. Clover’s bravery sends heat to his heart along with a need to keep
her safe. The hunters keep attacking and things go from bad to worse. Everything Ash knows
will be put to the test when it comes to their safety. Nothing will stop him from protecting his
new family. Fans of Elle Boon will call this shifter romance their next favorite read! Scroll up
and one-click to start reading Maple’s story today! ***This is a hot, werewolf shifter romance –
don’t go in thinking it will be sweet with this alpha male werewolf, steamy scenes, a strong
heroine, and some surprises along the way.***
***this is a CLIFFHANGER short novella of a serial. This is NOT a full-length book. Each title
must be read in order.*** Jackson Rule’s entire world changed in a single, brutal instant. He
broke every pack law when he irrevocably fell in love with the pack alpha’s sister—Tamsin, his
completely unexpected, thoroughly forbidden mate. It’s a reality he doesn’t regret. Yet the
consequences have been severe. So severe that now, the future is filled with shocking
uncertainty. But Jackson knows one thing without a doubt: losing Tamsin is an unimaginable
outcome. He will fight for his mate’s life with relentless focus. Even if it means his own death.
Tamsin Reginald’s life hangs in the balance. Realizing Jackson was her mate staggered
Tamsin’s world to the core, filling her with reckless elation. Then she discovered he betrayed
her foolish heart. The pack’s savagely thrilling midsummer run almost allowed her to offer him
a second chance—until a split-second decision changed everything. Now Tamsin, Jackson, and
the entire pack wait with wicked, dark anticipation for the next move. Despite the high stakes,
Tamsin cannot lose control. Because even though she wants only to be ruled by her heart, she
has always known that she is only destined for the pack. To the reader: This story contains
super hot sex with all the dirty details, very naughty language, and bloodthirsty wolf shifters. If
that isn’t your thing, this story probably won’t be either. But if all that sounds great, this
swoonworthy short serial is for you! Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy
this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha male hero,
plenty of action & adventure, and true love between werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles
a shade of vampire academy of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love attack by magic
dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love covert
fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark stranger the dream darkness bound
dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer fallen immortals ghostwater goddesss
choice golden age greyriver shifters hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron and
magic jinn's dominion junkyard druid Kate Daniels’ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift
natural mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire river pack wolves rogues of magic
shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover magic
dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild hunger wilding pack wolves Keywords related
to this scorching hot, dark wolf shifter series: Wicked Wolf Shifters, Anna Craig Books,
Bestselling Series, Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex,
Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolf Romance, Billionaire Romance, New Adult Romance, Romance
eBook, Romance Series, Top Romance Reads, Fantasy Romance, Hot Romance, Alpha Hero,
Feisty Heroine, USA Today Bestselling Author, J.K. Harper, Wolves, Billionaire, Wealthy,
Millionaire, Women's Fiction, Racy Romance, Romance Novel, Romance Books, Seduction,
Sexy, Sensual, Urban, Contemporary, 21st Century, Current, J.K. Harper Books, Paranormal,
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Supernatural, Fantasy, Short Reads, Serial, Series, Story, Suspense, Thriller, Action
Adventure, Hot Sexy Read, Love Story, Best Selling Shifter Series, Alpha Male, Happy Ever
After, Suspenseful Read, Book, Rich, Quick read, New Adult, Romantic Suspense, Werewolf,
Fated Mates, HEA, Curvy, BBW, Big Beautiful Woman, Cliffhanger, Fantasy Books,
Werewolves and Shifters, Animals & Nature, Popular Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top
Rated Books, Romance Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Essential Reads, Paranormal
Romance Series, Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Badass Heroine, Supernatural
and Occult, Fantasy Stories, Shifter Series, Fantasy, Paranormal Romance Books, Magical
Adventures. Wicked Wolf Shifters reading order: Trevor & Cassie: Surrendered to the Pack
Claimed by the Pack Taken by the Pack Mated to the Pack Tamsin & Jackson: Ruled by the
Pack Hunted by the Pack Destined for the Pack Protected by the Pack
She never thought her life would take her here... Near the Ozark Mountains, Cheryl Dolan
works as a nurse in Missouri. It’s just Cheryl and Jacob, the nephew that she adopted when
her younger sister passed away in a tragic accident. But, Jacob is no ordinary child. He’s a
bear Shifter like his father, the mysterious one-night stand that Cheryl’s sister told her little
about before she died. Except Jacob’s clan wants him back, to raise him as one of their own.
They send Lance Harrington to convince Cheryl that Jacob would be better among his own
kind. The sparks that fly between them may be too much for Cheryl to handle. Every Monday
in 2019 I'll be releasing a brand new novella for you to gobble up! Keep up with the Shifter
Babies of America series and enjoy a nice little one-sitting story!
Frost is racing through the forest. Despite the almost ethereal beauty of the morning, he's
afraid that what he'll find at his destination will be his worst nightmare. Would Jessica be
injured, brutalized by Arik, or just dead? Left lying in a pool of her own blood. Probably foreplay
by Arik's standards. Meanwhile, Jessica is terrified. Clinging to Arik's coat as he runs through
that same forest in wolf form. Running to where the final battle will be staged. Where he'll
break Frost before he finally kills him, and he plans to use her to do it. Call of the Alpha - Part 5
is a 20,000 word BBW Werewolf Shifter Paranormal Romance. It is part 5 of a 5 part shifter
serial and is not stand alone. All instalments are now available.
Romeo Alpha: A BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance - Book 3Revelry Publishing
Book 1 of The Alpha Feud BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW Paranormal
Shifter Romance Story Beneath the humdrum facade of a blue-collar town lies a dark and deepseated secret. The past was supposed to remained buried, but Eliza couldn't help herself. She
finds herself in the middle of a conflict that threatens to rear its violent head when two
mysterious brothers arrive in town. ***Due to sexually graphic content and language that some
may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only*** Eliza lives in the quiet town
of Birkbridge, Indiana, where nothing big ever seems to happen. As the daughter of a
legendary wartime correspondent, Eliza feels as though she has large shoes to fill. Sadly, her
own career as a reporter at the local news station is beginning to feel dull, and her onceambitious boss, Jim, is failing to live up to his former appeal in the industry. Instead, he sends
Eliza to report on boring, crowd-pleasing events, like their country livestock fair. As if
Midwestern life wasn’t boring enough already… With the arrival of two handsome brothers, the
lives of Eliza and her best friend, Melissa, are shaken to the core. For Eliza, the arrival of this
new man, Hayden, becomes a test of her relationship with her current boyfriend, Andrew, who
she’s been happily living with for over six years. To make matters worse, Eliza also suspects
that her mysterious admirer may have more secrets than his calm demeanor reveals. Eliza
struggles to negotiate her professional and private life, while also dealing with an adversary
from her past. When the opportunity to investigate Hayden’s past arises, Eliza simply can’t
resist; she leaves the normality of her comfortable life behind and takes a leap into the
unknown. Does Hayden, a complete stranger, really wield the power to make Eliza reconsider
her relationship with Andrew? Download this book to find out. (free romance novels, bbw
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romance free books, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, vampire chronicles, werewolf sex,
vampire series, alpha wolves, paranormal romance series, vampire novels, alpha male books,
werewolf hunter, alpha series, werewolf series, paranormal sex)
Book 3 in the Black Mesa Wolves series by USA Today bestselling author J.K. Harper "I am
glad I gave J.K. Harper a try! I love her shifter world! She's created a wonderful world and
characters that captured my attention from the first chapter. This is my favorite in the series so
far." -Night Owl Reviews, 4.5 Top Pick Caleb Bardou has a quick answer for anything that
comes at him: his fists. Barreling through life, damn the consequences, has always worked for
him. With dangerous rogue wolves threatening his Pack, he must be a ruthless hunter. But
when a delicate little she-wolf gets in his steamroller way, he has to find a different strategy to
win the unexpected battle for her body and her heart. Each time civilized Rielle Amoux thinks
about caveman Caleb, she gets all tingly inside. Yet she refuses to be flustered by a hotheaded, chest-thumping, he-man of a wolf. Except Caleb is sexier than sin, and he arouses
her on a primal level--the part of her she's always denied from fear she won't be able to control
it. But if she doesn't free her wild side soon, she risks losing her wolf forever.... Between
vicious rogues and sweetly seductive Rielle, Caleb has his hands full. Just when he thinks he
has everything under control, his trigger temper erupts again. This time, the fallout could be
disastrous for his Pack--as well as for any chance he has with the sexy little wolf who might be
his destiny. To the reader: This story is filled with hawt times, sexy romance, and the secret
world of wolf shifters. If you love shifters, small towns, and the power of wild love to always
triumph in the end, this story is for you. Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf Hunting
Wolf Wild Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf Rogue
Wolf (coming soon) Fans of the following books and series are known to enjoy this scorching
hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex scenes, alpha male hero, plenty of action
& adventure, and true love between werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of
magic dragon's gift accidentally in love alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by
magic dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love
crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark lover dark stranger the dream desired
by the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf first bite garden of the wolf golden age greyriver
shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna proxy master of magic
dragon's gift moon lovers natural mage natural witch obsidian son protected mate raised in fire
shadow keeper shadow kissed twisted fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger wolf
lake wolf’s secret baby Keywords related to this scorching hot, romantic wolf shifter series:
21st Century, Action Adventure, Adventure Books, Alpha Hero, Alpha Male, Animals & Nature,
Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling Series, Black Mesa Wolves, Book, Contemporary,
Current, ebook, Epic Fantasy, Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books,
Fantasy Romance, Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After,
HEA, Heroine, Hot Romance, Hot Sexy Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper, Love Story,
Magical Adventures, Millionaire, Mythology and Folklore, New Adult Romance, New Adult,
Paranormal Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books, Paranormal Romance Series,
Paranormal Romance, Paranormal, Popular Series, Quick read, Racy Romance, Rich,
Romance Books, Romance eBook, Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic Suspense,
Seduction, Sensual, Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter Romance, Shifter
Series, Short Reads, Small Town Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult, Supernatural,
Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, Top Rated Books, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With
Shapeshifters, Top Romance Reads, USA Today Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolf,
Werewolves and Shifters, Wolf Romance, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolves, Women's Fiction
Book 4 of The Romeo Alpha BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW Paranormal
Shifter Romance Story Amanda's family is in danger but she doesn't know who to trust. ***Due
to sexually graphic content and language that some may find offensive, this book is intended
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for mature readers only*** Coming off the death of her evil brother, Amanda still feels anxious.
She feels that the Radiants should stick around in case Lilith decides to make an appearance.
When a woman shows up claiming to know Penelope as well as Amanda's family, it seems
almost too good to be true. The spirit of Amanda's aunt shows up with a warning that confirms
her suspicions. The new guest has a deadly secret that will lead to devastating consequences.
Will Amanda get her happy ending, or will she lose the family she has worked so hard to build?
Download this book and read on. (surprise pregnancy romance, pregnancy werewolf romance,
pregnancy magic, unexpected pregnancy romance, shifter pregnancy novel, bbw shifter
romance novellas, short stories, paranormal romance lycan, best paranormal romance books,
shape shifter series, paranormal romance new releases, shape shifter wolf romance, werewolf
novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, werewolf sex, alpha wolves, paranormal romance
series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha series, werewolf series, paranormal sex, bbw
hea romance)
Book 2 of The Alpha Packed BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW Paranormal
Shifter Story Darlene discovers newfound powers but now Idris is being threatened with exile.
***Due to sexually graphic content and language that some may find offensive, this book is
intended for mature readers only*** Darlene finally has Idris all to herself. But with forces
outside her control threatening her safety, will she be able to juggle both Idris and her
newfound powers? Idris is being threatened with exile over telling Darlene about his world.
With pressure mounting from both packs, he tries to protect Darlene from whatever he can. But
Vivica, his old vampire girlfriend, will stop at nothing to get him back into her life – or else.
Darlene faces her worst nightmare come true. Rebecca, her best friend who she feels
responsible for turning into a vampire, is out murdering innocent people. As Darlene delves
deeper into finding out more about her own paranormal powers with the spirit realm, her life
becomes intertwined with the world that Rebecca wants for her. Her best friend will stop at
nothing to pay Darlene back for turning her into a vampire. Will Darlene be able to make the
choice between her own safety and that of her best friend? Download this book to find out.
(alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, vampire chronicles, werewolf sex, vampire series, alpha
wolves, paranormal romance series, vampire novels, alpha male books, werewolf hunter,
alpha series, werewolf series, paranormal sex)
Everything comes to an end... Mel promised herself that she would get her vengeance on the
witch who slaughtered her family, or die trying. Now a world-renowned thief, she’s ready to
make good. But things are complicated. That witch, Ava, hasn’t just targeted Mel, she's
coming for the only people on the planet that Mel cares about. Vengeance is best served hot...
Luke could never have predicted the path that Mel would bring him down. But now he’ll do
anything to save his sister’s life and capture his thief’s heart. Ava threatens his pack,
determined to steal a magic artifact of imense power that he never knew he possessed. Falling
in love has never been so deadly... In the midst of all of this, Luke and Mel have found each
other. But Mel doesn’t know how to do relationships, and Luke’s pack isn’t keen on having a
thief as their female alpha. When Mel and Luke are together, their relationship is explosive. But
that fire will either cleanse... or destroy. In the Alpha’s Bed is the conclusion to the Stealing the
Alpha serial. Part one, The Alpha Heist, and part two, Entangled with the Thief, are available
now. You can read the first part of this paranormal shifter romance series as a free paranormal
romance ebook! Just search for The Alpha Heist or visit Kate Rudolph's author page. This
book is great for readers of paranormal romance and sci fi romance who love to read in their
free time!
Book 2 of The Romeo Alpha BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW Paranormal
Shifter Romance Story Faced with a destructive adversary, Amanda may have to abandon her
blossoming relationship with Romeo. ***Due to sexually graphic content and language that
some may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only*** After finally finding
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out who she really is, Amanda is ecstatic with her new life. Everything, however, is about to
change. When a fire breaks out among the wolves, all suspicion is pointed towards her brother.
Being forced to make the biggest choice of her life, Amanda must decide if being with Romeo
is really where she should be or if her destiny lies elsewhere. Will she take the plunge that her
heart is pushing her towards or will she do what is expected of her? Time will only tell.
Download this book and read on. (paranormal romance lycan, best paranormal romance
books, shape shifter series, paranormal romance new releases, shape shifter wolf romance,
werewolf novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, werewolf sex, alpha wolves, paranormal
romance series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha series, werewolf series, paranormal
sex, paranormal romance lycan, bbw shifter romance novellas, bbw hea romance, shape
shifter series, short stories, shape shifter wolf romance, werewolf novella)
*** LIMITED TIME OFFER *** *** 10 BONUS STORIES INSIDE ($27 VALUE) ***Inside the
book you will find extra five contemporary romance stories + five more stories available under
special link. Billionaire Dragon's Bet Luca Silverstone Being a millennia old dragon-shifter Luca
fears nothing - he runs a successful multi-billion corporation, plays billion-dollar bets with his
best friends and business rival Ken and enjoys the freedom of the night sky obscured from
curious human eyes. He never lets any woman close to his heart and never trusts them, as
knows he will end up heartbroken. But Jena Ronning seems to have been able to break
through his defenses and conquer his heart. The problem is that she is literally on his tail determined to reveal the dark deals of his corporation. As if that was not enough, she also
witnesses him shift to his dragon form leaving Luca with a very difficult choice. Will he choose
to protect the woman, who is most probably taking advantage of his trust and honesty, or
prefer to guard millennia-old secrets of his kind? Jena Ronnning Jena is finally close to her
dream - to publish the greatest article to boost her career. She has been researching
Silverstone Inc. affairs since several months and has finally received a confirmation for an
interview with Luca Silverstone himself. The man oozes attraction, but Jena knows better than
to let her guard down. She will get what she wants at any price. So will do Luca's best friend
and business rival Ken Kipper. Will she let her suddenly discovered romantic side ruin her
career for good or will she prefer to accept the too-good-to-be-true chance? Read to find out! *
Disclaimer: This intense paranormal romance contains language and sexiness which is
suitable only for readers over the age of 18. The series are perfect for fans of shifter romance
writers such as Milly Taiden, Terry Bolryder, Bella Forrest and T. S. Joyce * _____________
Tags: paranormal romance, shifter romance, alpha male romance, new adult romance, bbw
romance, billionaire romance series, romance short stories, alpha male, new adult romantic
suspense, BBW contemporary romance short stories, quickies series, billionaire and soldier,
paranormal romance, dragon shifter, new adult adventure angel, devil, double demon, ghost,
spirit, psychic, telepathy, menage vampire, werewolf, shapeshifter, witch, wizard, warlock,
druid, shaman, amnesia, workplace, cowboy, doctor
The peace treaty between humans and shapeshifters was signed over a century ago. One of
the consequences is that humans must provide shifters with young brides to give them heirs
and ensure the survival of their species. Today, all over the world, special boarding schools
take girls from orphanages and give them the most exquisite education, preparing them to
become brides for the enemy. Sexy, curvy, and confident, Avelyn is one of those wild souls
who will not be traded off as livestock. She's determined to do everything in her power to gain
her freedom and build a new life far away from shapeshifters and what society expects of her.
Alpha werewolf Max Blackmane is in search of a bride. When he comes to Alma Venus
Boarding School, one of the best schools for shifter brides in the world, he is set on buying a
young woman who would bring him political advantage. When he sees Avelyn, his plans are
turned upside down. She's far from what his clan wants him to bring home, but he can't
imagine his life without her. Avelyn uses every trick in the book to convince Max to buy another
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bride. It doesn't matter that his perfect body and smooth voice make her weak in the knees.
She has a dream, and her dream does not include a wolf-shifter for a husband and a bunch of
wolf pups clinging to her skirts.

Kayla never thought that her life in the spot light would bring along with it real
danger. She also never expected to need a shapeshifter bodyguard, so when
both those things happen her life is thrown into total disarray. Kayla The whole
world loves me, I'm a pop star, beloved by all… Except some people love me a
little too much. I don't know why the strange man on the Internet has become
obsessed with me, but I'm pretty sure that it isn't anything to worry about. I
certainly don't think that I need a personal bodyguard. That is until Hex comes
along, and my whole world is turned upside down... Hex Running, always
running… that's what I seem to do best. I left home to escape a failed romance
with another dragon shapeshifter, and now I'm floating through life, refusing to
get hurt by anyone. Until Kayla. No one will tell her the truth. Everyone seems to
assume that she's too fragile, but I disagree. If no one will tell her about the man
who has been stalking her, then how will she know how much danger she is in?
As long as I don't fall for her, as long as I keep these unexpected feelings in
check, I might just about be able to save her life... Maybe. Standalone Romance
Short Story With No Cliffhanger! ---- SEARCH TERMS: Dragon Romance,
Dragon shifter romance, dragon romance, paranormal dragon shifter romance,
alpha dragon romance, bodyguard romance, dragon bodyguard romance, alpha
male romance, bad boy romance, paranormal shifter romance, Alpha male
romance, Shifter romance, Shapeshifter romance, paranormal romance, insta
love romance, new adult romance, quick reads, short reads, novels, novella,
fictions, ebooks, dominant possessive, second chance romance, full length novel,
steamy romance, hot reads, urban fantasy, paranormal romance with sex
Book 4 in the Black Mesa Wolves series by USA Today bestselling author J.K.
Harper "The romance was steamy, the action was exciting, and did I mention the
sex was incredible?" Tate Bardou is a successful horse whisperer living the
cowboy dream. He's also a sweet heartbreaker with a panty-melting smile. As a
dedicated Black Mesa Wolf Pack Guardian, his days have meaning and purpose.
Yet despite his content life, something essential is missing from his soul. And
damned if he can figure out what it is--until he meets stunning, half-wild Claire
and everything falls into place. Wild wolf Claire lives by her sharply honed
instincts, leading a fiercely guarded solitary existence. Growing up without a
pack, she was raised to believe they are far too controlling. An independent wolf
leads a lonely and precarious life. But when she meets Tate, he captures her
untamed heart. Tate, however, is undeniably bound to his Pack--and Claire will
never surrender her freedom. But when a dangerous wolf from Claire's past
returns, Tate and his bewitching wild wolf must find common ground, and fast.
Otherwise, they risk losing everything--unless he can prove to her that the battle
for a mate's love is always worth the cost. To the reader: This story is filled with
hawt times, sexy romance, and the secret world of wolf shifters. If you love
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shifters, small towns, and the power of wild love to always triumph in the end, this
book is for you. Black Mesa Wolves Guardian Wolf Alpha Wolf Hunting Wolf Wild
Wolf Solstice Wolf Christmas Wolf New Year Wolf Protector Wolf Fire Wolf
Rogue Wolf (coming soon) Fans of the following books and series are known to
enjoy this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with sizzling sex
scenes, alpha male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love between
werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles academy of magic dragon's gift
accidentally in love alpha heist alpha mated alpha resolution attack by magic
dragon's gift awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon
choose love crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark lover dark
stranger the dream desired by the wolf dragon warrior falling for a wolf first bite
garden of the wolf golden age greyriver shifters halfway to the grave hotbloods
Kate Daniels’ Magic Series luna proxy master of magic dragon's gift moon lovers
natural mage natural witch obsidian son protected mate raised in fire shadow
keeper shadow kissed twisted fate undercover magic dragon's gift wild hunger
wolf lake wolf’s secret baby Keywords related to this scorching hot, romantic wolf
shifter series: 21st Century, Action Adventure, Adventure Books, Alpha Hero,
Alpha Male, Animals & Nature, Best Selling Shifter Series, Bestselling Series,
Black Mesa Wolves, Book, Contemporary, Current, ebook, Epic Fantasy,
Essential Reads, Fantasy Books, Fantasy Romance Books, Fantasy Romance,
Fantasy Stories, Fantasy, Fated Mates, Feisty Heroine, Happy Ever After, HEA,
Heroine, Hot Romance, Hot Sexy Read, J.K. Harper Books, J.K. Harper, Love
Story, Magical Adventures, Millionaire, Mythology and Folklore, New Adult
Romance, New Adult, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Paranormal Romance Books,
Paranormal Romance Series, Paranormal Romance, Paranormal, Popular
Series, Quick read, Racy Romance, Rich, Romance Books, Romance eBook,
Romance Novel, Romance Series, Romantic Suspense, Seduction, Sensual,
Series, Sexy, Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Shifter Romance, Shifter Series,
Short Reads, Small Town Romance, Story, Supernatural and Occult,
Supernatural, Suspense, Suspenseful Read, Thriller, Top Rated Books, Top
Rated Fantasy Collection With Shapeshifters, Top Romance Reads, USA Today
Bestselling Author, Wealthy, Werewolf, Werewolves and Shifters, Wolf Romance,
Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolves, Women's Fiction
As Christina closes one chapter of her life, a more dangerous chapter begins.
What should be one of the best moments of her life quickly spins out of control
and Christina is left surrounded by a pool of blood, injured pack members, and an
all out war of good versus evil. Find out in this thrilling third installment of The
Alpha’s Desire! keywords: bbw werewolf romance, bbw shifter romance free,
paranormal romance bbw shapeshifter, bbw shifter, werewolf romance,
werewolf,paranormal paranormal romance,bbw shapeshifter romance, bbw
romance, bbw erotical free books, BBW Shapeshifter Romance, Vampire
romance, Paranormal Romance, Steamy Romance, Romance with Sex,
paranormal romance free, paranormal books free, werewolf romance, Psychic,
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Witch, Ghost, Werewolf, Urban Fantasy, Suspense, Thriller, Supernatural, Free
ebook, Free romance, free shifter, free paranormal romance, free urban fantasy,
Free bbw, free, free paranormal romance books for adults, free bbw romance
novels for adults, Shifter romance, shape shifter romance, new adult, mystery,
paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend, legends,
myth, myths, action adventure
????? "The cliffhanger leaves one gasping, holding the breath, reaching for the
next installment. Definitely a Five Star book." ????? ***this is a CLIFFHANGER
short novella that is part of a serial. This is NOT a full-length book.*** Realizing
the beautiful human surrender, Cassandra, was actually his mate rocked Trevor's
world. It's also slowly unlocking his scarred heart. Claiming her as part of his
pack will not only bring him many hours of luscious enjoyment in her company, it
will also keep her safe. But even being a powerful alpha doesn't mean he can
protect her from those who have their own desperate plans—no matter what the
outcome. Snatched by the enraged members of a wolf pack who will never
accept a human mate for their alpha, Cassie is about to die at their lethal jaws.
Even her gorgeous, badass alpha mate, Trevor, can't save her now, because he
has no freaking idea where she is. It's up to her to defend herself against the
dangerous, violent wolves who view her as little more than collateral damage.
Cassie's been taken by the pack—and her time is about to run out. To the reader:
This story contains racy times with all the details, naughty language, and yes, a
cliffhanger. If that isn't your thing, this story probably won't be either. But if all that
sounds great, this short serial is for you! Fans of the following books and series
are known to enjoy this scorching hot wolf shifter paranormal romance with
sizzling sex scenes, alpha male hero, plenty of action & adventure, and true love
between werewolf fated mates: a kingdom of exiles a shade of vampire academy
of magic dragon's gift accidentally in love attack by magic dragon's gift
awakening dragon born in fire burning tower call of the dragon choose love
covert fae crime of magic dragon's gift crimes against magic dark stranger the
dream darkness bound dragons of the darkblood secret society druid enforcer
fallen immortals ghostwater goddesss choice golden age greyriver shifters
hotbloods hour of darkness house of darken iron and magic jinn's dominion
junkyard druid Kate Daniels’ Magic Series master of magic dragon's gift natural
mage natural witch obsidian son raised in fire river pack wolves rogues of magic
shadow keeper shadow kissed space knight 4 twisted fate unchained undercover
magic dragon's gift war god's mantle wheel of time wild hunger wilding pack
wolves Keywords related to this scorching hot, dark wolf shifter series: Wicked
Wolf Shifters, Bestselling Series, Paranormal Romance, Shifter Romance,
Shapeshifter Romance With Sex, Wolf Shifter Romance, Wolf Romance,
Billionaire Romance, New Adult Romance, Romance eBook, Romance Series,
Top Romance Reads, Fantasy Romance, Hot Romance, Alpha Hero, Feisty
Heroine, USA Today Bestselling Author, J.K. Harper, Wolves, Billionaire,
Wealthy, Millionaire, Women's Fiction, Racy Romance, Romance Novel,
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Romance Books, Seduction, Sexy, Sensual, Urban, Contemporary, 21st Century,
Current, J.K. Harper Books, Paranormal, Supernatural, Fantasy, Short Reads,
Serial, Series, Story, Suspense, Thriller, Action Adventure, Hot Sexy Read, Love
Story, Best Selling Shifter Series, Alpha Male, Happy Ever After, Suspenseful
Read, Book, Rich, Quick read, New Adult, Romantic Suspense, Werewolf, Fated
Mates, HEA, Curvy, BBW, Big Beautiful Woman, Cliffhanger, Fantasy Books,
Epic Urban Fantasy series, Werewolves and Shifters, Animals & Nature, Popular
Series, Paranormal Fantasy Books, Top Rated Books, Tricks, Fantasy Omnibus,
Spells & Charms, Romance Books, Backcountry, Fantasy Romance Books,
Essential Reads, Epic Fantasy, Omnibus Bundle, Paranormal Romance Series,
Adventure Books, Mythology and Folklore, Top Rated Fantasy Collection With
Shapeshifters, Fantasy Bundle, Heroine, Supernatural and Occult, Fantasy
Stories, Shifter Series, Fantasy, Shifter Omnibus, Best Rated Omnibus, Omnibus
Collection, Paranormal Romance Books, Magical Adventures. Wicked Wolf
Shifters reading order: Trevor & Cassie: Surrendered to the Pack Claimed by the
Pack Taken by the Pack Mated to the Pack Tamsin & Jackson: Ruled by the
Pack Hunted by the Pack Destined for the Pack
Braeden: For five agonizing years now, I’ve tried to push the lush, far-too-sweet
woman out of my life, and my dreams. She’s a human, which makes her a
danger to all the shifters in Night Falls. She’s also untouched, which makes her a
danger to what little restraint I possess around her with each passing day. But
seeing as how she’s my little sister’s best friend, avoiding her hasn’t been easy.
And now that there’s a shooter targeting the pack, the only way I can keep
Paisley safe is to keep her close. As if that weren’t impossible enough, the pack
alpha goes and makes a decree. For her protection, Paisley needs to be mated
to someone in the pack by the end of the month. Damn it all to hell. Paisley: I’m
pretty sure the man hates me. To Braeden, I’ve always been the human he
wished his sister would stop being friends with—literally a different species from
him, being that he and his sister are wolf-shifters and all. After years watching
him blatantly keep his distance, no one is more shocked than I am over his
reaction when the shooter that’s after the pack takes aim at me. Previously
published as Comes Now the Wicked Woodsman (c) 2016—same yummy shifter
story, just with minor edits throughout and a fresh title/cover. PROTECTED BY
THE PACK (MC shifters) Book 1: Harboring His Mate (Taron & Onyx) Book 2:
Resisting His Mate (Braeden & Paisley) Book 3: Enticing His Mate (Joshua &
Clover) keywords: shifter romance, PNR romance, sexy small town, steamy
PNR, alpha shifter, alpha MC, BBW, curvy girl romance, curvy woman romance,
new adult PNR, paranormal suspense, alpha hero, MC romance
A dominant Alpha shifter claims his mates in this bisexual menage paranormal
romance. This Alpha needs both a male AND a female mate to fulfill the
prophecy... so Chase needs to claim both Ariana AND Ben! Chase, a golden
eagle shifter, is destined to be the leader of his flock, the shifters of the air. But
he has a few problems to sort out before he ascends his birth rite. He knows he
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isn't ready for the responsibility a flock leader takes on, and he isn't sure whom
he wants as his mate—and there's the little issue of an unsolved killing to sort out.
Ben is also a golden eagle shifter, but more importantly, he is Chase's best friend
and casual lover. He aches to be accepted as Chase's chosen mate, but can he
be honest about his feelings for the future flock leader? Ariana is a young
peregrine falcon shifter who has loved Chase for years, but has never been
honest with her feelings for him. She's a virgin but desperate for Chase's touch.
But why would he want her when he could have anyone in the flock? This is a
fast paced, action packed MMF paranormal romance with a guaranteed happily
ever after. Note from the author: This is a re-release of the same novella from
2013. It has been re-edited and lengthened, but is essentially the same story.
Keywords: MMF menage, shifter romance, paranormal series.
Book 3 of The Romeo Alpha BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW
Paranormal Shifter Romance Story Amanda discovers her inner powers which
she needs to defeat her evil brother. ***Due to sexually graphic content and
language that some may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers
only*** Now that Amanda is separated from her new husband and the other
Radiants, she must go on a journey to discover the power inside of her to defeat
her evil brother, Dean. She discovers the deep rooted history of her kind as the
lines between good and evil blur when her sister-in-law begins to fall for the
enemy. To compound the situation, there is a surprise pregnancy that is
endangered from the escalating conflict between Amanda and her brother. Will
the love between Amanda and Romeo be strong enough to survive their physical
separation from each other or will Dean's scheme to steal Amanda's powers be
the end of them all? Download this book and read on. (surprise pregnancy
romance, pregnancy werewolf romance, pregnancy magic, unexpected
pregnancy romance, shifter pregnancy novel, bbw shifter romance novellas, short
stories, paranormal romance lycan, best paranormal romance books, shape
shifter series, paranormal romance new releases, shape shifter wolf romance,
werewolf novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, werewolf sex, alpha
wolves, paranormal romance series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha
series, werewolf series, paranormal sex, bbw hea romance)
A Paranormal Shifter Romance Story Can Sarina and Amanda finally destroy
Lilith once and for all? Or will Lilith take over Sarina's life for good by inhabiting
her body? ***Due to sexually graphic content and language that some may find
offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only*** Lilith has haunted the
Traverse family since the beginning but her obsession with the reigning alpha
and his immediate family is more than Romeo’s eldest daughter can stand.
Sarina Traverse has spent nearly four years of her life trying to plan a wedding to
her mate, Brody Duscene, but time and time again, Lilith has managed to ruin
things. In a twisted allegiance with her first mate, Fenris, Lilith has caused
unbearable pain to the Delta pack’s community and now she has gone as far as
to make a deal with the Devil... one she can’t possibly keep. Sarina is
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determined to make sure of it. As for Lilith, she has comfortably inhabited
Sarina’s body, playing wife to Brody and mother to the couple’s twin boys,
Brody Jr. and Jedidiah. Digging her way up from Hell wasn’t easy, but Sarina
harnesses powers that rival even those of her mother. Can these two powerful
women finally destroy Lilith once and for all? Will Sarina ever have the chance to
marry her one love, or will Brody decide that Lilith is much more suited to him?
The future of the Delta pack and the Traverse line hang in the balance as good
and evil wage a war both seen and unseen in this climactic finish to the "Romeo
Alpha Blood Lines Romance" series. Download this book to find out how it all
ends. (paranormal romance lycan, best paranormal romance books, shape
shifter series, paranormal romance new releases, shape shifter wolf romance,
werewolf novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, werewolf sex, alpha
wolves, paranormal romance series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha
series, werewolf series, paranormal sex, paranormal romance lycan, bbw shifter
romance novellas, bbw hea romance, shape shifter series, short stories, shape
shifter wolf romance, werewolf novella)
Get Ready For Some SIZZLING HOT Paranormal Shifter Werewolf Romance! ***
Kindle Unlimited Members Read For Free! *** The truth is out - werewolves are
real - and Connor's jilted ex-girlfriend, Alison, made sure everyone heard. All
Megan wants to do is spend some alone time with Connor and figure out this
unusual connection between them. Instead, she's juggling a brother who doesn't
approve, a mother who will support whatever she chooses, a lover who thinks
she'd be better off away from him, and a career that's in jeopardy. Megan does
her best to prepare and support Connor for the interview, but then Alison arrives
uninvited. And with the threat of wolf hunters, Megan's very life could be in
danger. WARNING: Contains an extremely sexy alpha billionaire and an
intelligent, beautiful woman. Please be 18+ Scroll to the top and click BUY to
purchase this book today! “ Tags: Paranormal, Shapeshifter, shifter, werewolf,
werebear, Alpha, Billionaire, Mail Order Bride, Love, Rich, Millionaire, Wealthy,
New Adult, Romance, BBW
From NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY best-selling author Lynn Red comes a
steamy, sensual, seductively hilarious shifter romance! Jamie Ampton is a sharptongued, pointy-toothed, vampy shifter with a penchant for neatly done-up hair buns
and a habit of attracting EXACTLY the wrong sort of guy. Guys with a dash of
arrogance, a pinch of cocky swagger turn her head... but when her last one turned out
to be more “self-important jackass” and less “gruff and strong and takes what he
wants,” it left her cold. So to speak. Ryan Drake has a dark past and a mysterious
present. When he shows up demanding the town alpha do his part to care for
Jamesburg’s aging shifters, the first thing Jamie notices is that her heart starts beating
a little quicker. The second is a knot in the pit of her stomach. And then, before she can
catch her breath, he stares straight into her eyes. She’s never been one for the big,
loud, muscled-up types, but in the space of two breaths, the elegantly detached Jamie
finds herself falling for a bear. Little does Jamie know that before he stomped into that
courtroom, Ryan decided that nothing was gonna stop him from getting what he
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wanted. But, once he saw Jamie? Suddenly there were two things that this massive
blue-eyed alpha bear were going to have, no matter what it took: help for his friends...
and Jamie. And Ryan? Ryan is one bear who ALWAYS takes what he wants. ***The
Jamesburg Shifters is a series of standalone novels each with a unique hero and
heroine, and HEA! No cliffhangers here – the stories can be enjoyed in any order you
like, though once you start, you might not want to stop!***
How far would you go to satisfy your urges, if all Beta men couldn't hit the right spot?
Would you buy an Alpha at a slave auction? Probably not. That's a crazy idea, right?
Especially if you're a vulnerable Beta woman. Most Beta women would be petrified with
the idea of dating or mating an Alpha, but for Dahlia Mountford, that was all she'd ever
fantasized about. Her mother and friends thought she was insane, and tried to convince
her to settle down with her gorgeous boyfriend, Jaxon. As appealing as he was to most,
Dahlia always felt like something was missing. Whether it was his pathetic growl, or
failed attempts at dominance, she didn't know exactly. All she knew for sure, was that
no matter how much he tried to please her, he always fell short. Every Beta man did. A
drunken, accidental bid at Algar-din's slave auction, changes the course of Dahlia's life
forever. The question is, will it be all she ever wished for? Or will it be a deadly
disaster?
Three days. That’s how long Rex has to find a mate. Wolf shifters who don’t mate by
their ascension risk death. And, despite his dark, lone wolf tendencies, Rex isn’t stupid.
He knows the risk. So, why hasn’t he chosen any of the girls from his pack who throw
themselves at the alpha’s son? It’s because for years, he hasn’t been able to get a
human out of his mind. After a chance meeting at a sacred tree when they were kids,
he has been drawn to her beyond anything he can control. When he crosses the river to
find Salome Bach, the daughter of the small town’s preacher, sparks fly. But, will Rex
find his mate in a girl who doesn’t even know that wolf shifters exist? Or, will their
sparks set off an inferno that destroys their two communities and everyone in it? Time
is running out fast in this steamy new adult romance by international best seller Alex
Anders.
After the Ball I feel exhausted. Empty. Somehow more alone than I've ever felt. I should
be able to control my powers, but I still feel like I'm barely hanging on. My group
depends on me and I just don't think I'm worthy of that responsibility. I used to be able
to vent by myself out at the cabin, but with the Slayers out there it's no longer safe.
Thankfully, Dracus and Ren have something in mind to help me relax... USA Today
Bestselling Author Becca Fanning is proud to bring you this Reverse Harem Academy
Romance serial, packed with all the action, intrigue and great chemistry you can
handle! KEYWORDS: free shifter romance books, free pnr, free romance ebook, free
shifter romance series, wolf shifter, bad boy, bbw, fated mates, paranormal romance
with sex, curvy, gothic romance, new adult, clan, pack, series, fantasy, steamy
romance, paranormal romance books for adults, reformed rake, contemporary
romance, hot romance, hot shifter romance, shifter romance series, instalove, ott, over
the top, shifter conflicts, new adult, urban fantasy, alpha male, werewolf, shapeshifter,
wounded hero, romantic suspense, womens fiction, action adventure, military love,
outlaw, rebel, thrilling, great chemistry, enemies to friends, secret baby, pregnancy
romance, supernatural, legend, folk tale, second chances, freebie, free ebook, free
novel, free novella, alpha male, female protagonist, stories, story, college, hero,
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complete series, box, box set, boxed set, bundle, anthology, sexy, sensual, seduction,
contemporary, current, new 2020, best of, breeding, mating, reverse harem, why
choose, college, school, academy romance
Book 1 of The Romeo Alpha BBW Paranormal Shifter Romance Series A BBW
Paranormal Shifter Story Amanda Walker thinks that she has a normal and boring life.
That is until after her 24th birthday. ***Due to sexually graphic content and language
that some may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only***
Everything changes when Amanda meets the man who says he is supposed to be her
husband. Denying everything the man says, she fights him every step of the way. But
after he kidnaps her, Amanda discovers that there are some things about her family
that her parents kept a secret all these years. Among the history of the family she
learns secrets she thought only happened in story books. Can Amanda tell the
difference between truth and lies or is she this mysterious woman that holds the key to
a legacy? Download this book and read on. (paranormal romance lycan, best
paranormal romance books, shape shifter series, paranormal romance new releases,
shape shifter wolf romance, werewolf novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf,
werewolf sex, alpha wolves, paranormal romance series, alpha male books, werewolf
hunter, alpha series, werewolf series, paranormal sex, paranormal romance lycan, bbw
shifter romance novellas, bbw hea romance, shape shifter series, short stories, shape
shifter wolf romance, werewolf novella)
Christina never had a real relationship, let alone a social life. Yet when her best friends
invite her to have a fun night out, Christina never expected that her path would cross
with the tempting Lex Roberts.Their connection is so fierce and undeniable that her
future will never be the same again. The Alpha’s Desire: Part One is 40,630 words of
Paranormal/BBW romance. Intended for mature audiences. Keywords: BBW
Shapeshifter Romance, Vampire romance, Paranormal Romance, Romance with Sex,
Steamy Romance, Psychic, Witch, Ghost, Werewolf, Urban Fantasy, Suspense,
Thriller, Supernatural, Free ebook, Free romance, free shifter, free paranormal
romance, free urban fantasy, Free bbw, free, free paranormal romance books for
adults, free bbw romance novels for adults, Shifter romance, shape shifter
romance,new adult, mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk
tale, legend, legends, myth, myths, action adventure,
A BBW Paranormal Shifter Story An unyielding human with deadly skills from
generations of training versus a dangerous werewolf with a heart of compassion. Who
wins over Eliza’s heart? ***Due to sexually graphic content and language that some
may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only*** This complete set
contains Books 1 to 5 Book 1 Eliza’s life consisted of reporting on boring, crowdpleasing events, like their country livestock fair. With the arrival of two handsome
brothers, the lives of Eliza and her best friend, Melissa, are shaken to the core. For
Eliza, the arrival of this new man becomes a test of her relationship with her current
boyfriend, who she’s been happily living with for over six years. Does Hayden, a
complete stranger, really wield the power to make Eliza reconsider her relationship with
Andrew? Book 2 The threat of a new pack arises and the forgiveness of an
unintentional murder gives new light to the hearts of all. Among the pain and suffering,
the bonds grow deeper, weaving a strong alliance between human and werewolf alike,
ready to face the future. Meanwhile, Andrew's true colors come to the surface, leaving
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Eliza with a difficult choice to make. Does she stay with the man who she has already
devoted seven years of her life to or does she choose Hayden, the dark and dangerous
stranger, who has stirred the fires of passion within her? Book 3 Eliza has finally met
the man of her dreams and is starting a new life. She is confident that there is nothing
in this world that can go wrong. What she doesn’t realize is that she isn’t in her world
anymore. She is in a world surrounded by supernatural beings that she thought only
existed in myths. So when both her life and that of her unborn child is threatened by
Deimos, an all-powerful supernatural being, she is at odds whether she has been taking
her perfect life for granted. Book 4 Naomi is forced to leave her family to begin her
training in Ireland, to replace Deimos as the Wolf Overlord. This brings her to the
attention of a great enemy. The enemy has come up with a master plan to break the
treaty between hunter and wolf and they will need Naomi to break that treaty. They are
planning on using Naomi as their secret weapon against the wolves. How will they get
Naomi to agree to all of this? How will they get her to abandon all her morals and
beliefs, not to mention her entire family and her friends? Book 5 Having been fed a
poison to forget her life prior to Colt's loving, Naomi struggles to hold onto her faith as
he lay in a coma in a hospital. She is greeted by an old friend whom assists her in
restoring her previous memories. Following her heart, she trains once more with her
masters, getting a unique handle on the ability to transform. She follows her fate that
brings her face to face with Deimos. Will her training be enough to defeat and rid the
world of Deimos once and for all? Download this book and read the entire story. ?
(surprise pregnancy romance, unexpected pregnancy romance, shifter pregnancy
novel, pregnancy werewolf romance, werewolf series, bbw lycan romance, werewolf
horror suspense series, bbw shifter romance novellas, box set romance novels, box set
chick lit, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, bbw werewolf pregnancy, werewolf sex,
alpha wolves, paranormal romance series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha
series, werewolf series, paranormal sex, witch, warlock)
It’s hard to say that Elena St. Claire – an arctic fox-shifting, private investigator – is
“down on her luck.” She’s got stable work, a couple of close friends... but when it
comes to finding a mate? All she knows is that if she DOESN’T find one, and quick,
she’s gonna go crazy from staring at every bear or wolf who tears through Jamesburg
on a motorcycle. Thomas James Westing – but please, just call him West – is a
muscled-up bear who long ago turned to organic farming as his way of keeping his
cool. He lives outside Jamesburg, alone, and he likes it that way. Sort of. At least, if
he’s alone, his secret – a past filled with rage – can stay that way: a secret. When West
wakes up one morning to find his garden ravaged, he calls the best private investigator
in town. He expects to get the case solved, but when a white and copper-haired fox
shows up at his doorstep with a cute little snaggle-toothed-on-the-bottom grin, West
realizes he just got a lot more than he bargained for: his heart isn’t gonna let this one
go. This is a fox he needs to possess, to claim as his mate. If he doesn’t? He might just
go straight off the deep end. The second Elena lays eyes on the dark haired, dimplecheeked cowboy bear with legs so big they stretch his Wranglers, she knows she’s in
big, big trouble... and not just because he’s a big, big guy, but because straight off the
bat, she falls real, real hard. But when petty garden vandalism turns out to be a plot to
destroy every single crop in the greater Jamesburg area, can Elena manage to keep
West off her mind for long enough to catch a crook? Or will the biggest case she’s ever
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had bury her – and her chance at the mate she’s always wanted – before they can
even kiss? **The Jamesburg Shifters are a series of standalone novels that can be
enjoyed in any order you like. No cliffhangers here!**
Saint is a bear shifter on the war path. He just wants to sleep the winter away, but his
rowdy neighbours in the remote Rocky Mountains valley have other plans. When the
cougar shifter brothers refuse to keep the noise down, he reacts on instinct, kidnapping
a beautiful female who smells like sweet berries and tempts him like no other—a female
who happens to be mated to one of the brothers. Holly’s first taste of freedom isn’t
going as planned. Escaping her family to join in the winter wedding celebrations at
Cougar Creek with her friend Ember sounded fantastic, until a grouchy bear shifter
grabs her—a gorgeous male who rouses instincts in her that are startling and powerful,
igniting a fierce need to growl and stake a claim on him. A gorgeous bear who might be
her fated mate. Can Holly resist the hungers Saint awakens in her? And when Saint
realises his mistake about her identity, can he convince the stunning Holly to give him a
second chance? If you love bear shifter romances featuring hot alpha heroes and
strong heroines in an immersive paranormal romance world, the Black Ridge Bears
series is for you! Discover five growly bear shifters guaranteed to become your next
book boyfriends in this hot new shapeshifter romance series from New York Times and
USA Today international best-selling author Felicity Heaton, set in the same rich and
addictive world as her Eternal Mates and Cougar Creek Mates paranormal romance
series. Book 1: Stolen by her Bear Book 2: Rescued by her Bear - Coming Aug 2021
Book 3: Saved by her Bear - Coming Aug 2021 Book 4: Unleashed by her Bear Coming Sept 2021 Book 5: Awakened by her Bear - Coming Oct 2021 No cliffhangers.
No cheating. Just passionate paranormal romance books with a guaranteed happily
forever after!

"If they stand behind you, protect them. If they stand beside you, respect them. If
they stand against you, defeat them." Azalea has just been named alpha of the
pack. However, Decker, her father's best friend—and murderer—has decided he
wants to take over. She must rely on her council to help her find a way to fight
back against the powerful enemy. When a lone wolf happens to come along,
Azalea is skeptical, but something about the young woman intrigues her so she
invites her into the pack. Strength is in numbers and they may need more when
the time comes. Azalea is slapped with betrayal when her own council begins to
reject her one by one. A showdown with Decker leaves Azalea fighting for her life
when an unexpected savior comes to her rescue and a dark family secret comes
to light. Cry Wolf Reverse Harem Series Book 1: Beautiful & Wild Book 2:
Misunderstood Book 3: Never Tamed Search Terms: reverse harem, harem,
shifter reverse harem, billionaire obession, billionaire boss, love, hot steamy,
sweet romance, sexy hero, sexy, fake, fake girlfriend, fake boss, big beautiful
woman, fiction, love and life, contemporary romance, new adult, romance,
billionaire, Alpha male romance, Alpha Bad Boy, bad boy, hot romance, hot and
steamy, happily ever after, true love, billionaire romanc, billionaire romance,
melody anne billionaire bachelors series, steamy, hot alpha male, bad boy
obsession, fantasy, paranormal shifter romance, romance paranormal
werewolves and shifters, shifters romance, shifter mysteries, werewolf shifters
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romance
A steamy, sexy, hilariously seductive collection of paranormal romance novels
from USA Today and New York Times best-selling author Lynn Red – together
for one low price – that’s sure to make you howl! This collection contains the
following novels in the best-selling Jamesburg Shifters series: “To Catch a Wolf”
– “Bearing It All” – “Bear with Me” and “Bearly Breathing” -------- “To Catch a
Wolf” – Life’s confusing enough for curvy, witty Izzy Deschaine. But when she
ends up the apple of alpha wolf Erik Danniken’s eye? Woooo boy, look out! She
drives him crazy from the first time he catches a glimpse of her curves, and he’s
willing to do anything it takes to make her his... forever! -------- “Bearing It All” –
Curvy, carrot-topped Violet Larue is a fox shifter with a goal – she NEEDS to find
herself a mate before she goes absolutely nuts. After a series of pie-in-the-face
dates, her best friend drags her along to a Saturday night cage fight. Sitting down
on the sticky bench, Violet has no idea she’s about to lay eyes on the growly,
muscled-up, snarling werebear named Crag – yeah, really – who is gonna make
her heart howl! -------- “Bear with Me” – With her sharp tongue and spunky
attitude, Lilah Jorgenson’s mind is on anything but men. But, when she clocks in
for her night shift at the county lockup, she catches a glimpse of tattooed,
gorgeous former-soldier Rex Lee, and her heart skips a beat. As though her life
weren’t whacked-out enough, when you throw Rex into the mix? Crazy doesn’t
START to describe it. -------- “Bearly Breathing” – Clea Kellen is the owner of
Jamesburg's most popular daycare. And on top of that, she’s a lithe, pointyeared lynx-shifter whose biological clock is tick-tick-ticking away. On a field trip
with a gaggle of cubs and kits, everyone is minding their own business when
from out of nowhere, a tree cracks, and falls straight on top of Clea’s head. She
closes her eyes, thinking she’s done for, but opens them staring at Orion
Samuelsson – a shaggy-haired werebear – who just saved her life... and stole
her heart. ***THE JAMESBURG SHIFTERS is a series of lighthearted standalone
romance novels. Each book has a unique hero and heroine, and a complete
storyline. No cliffhangers here!*** *FREE* To Catch A Wolf Bearing It All Bear
with Me Bearly Breathing Bear Me Away Bear Your Teeth – in the ON THE
GROWL anthology Bearly Hanging On – COMING SOON!
He’s a shifter. She’s a human. Their attraction is…dangerous. Her best friend’s
wedding at Grizzly Ridge is just the break from reality that Nina needs. Not to
mention the super sexy, mountain man who looks at her like he’d like to flip her
over his shoulder and carry her away. He’ll do. Ryker knows he’s in trouble the
moment he sets eyes on the sassy blond with the luscious curves that drive his
instincts wild. He’s an alpha grizzly shifter, and she’s a human. There can be no
future for them. But, one night can’t hurt. Right?! With an attraction this
strong—this fated—one night will never be enough. What was supposed to be a
fling turns into something so powerful, Ryker realizes the only way to save the
woman he’s falling for, is to leave and never come back. Not even for love.
Reader note: His to Defend is a full length stand alone bear shifter novel with no
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Cliffhangers! This series contains: strong, sassy, curvy women; sexy alpha
males; steamy shifters and sizzling sex scenes.
One is ruthless. One is deceived. One will win. An alpha of the Pine Creek Lake
pack killed Devon's father. But when Devon discovers his true mate amongst his
enemies, will a forbidden love force Devon to choose between his pack and his
heart? Seeing the love of his life choose another, Zeke faces a bleak future as an
omega with no hope of a mate. But when he stumbles into the arms of a strange
and handsome alpha, is this a second chance for a happy ending? Or will he be
cast aside...again? Star-crossed mates must make the ultimate sacrifice to save
each other. Omega Sacrifice is a fast-paced, satisfying omegaverse werewolf
romance that will leave you hot and bothered with a happily ever after to melt
your heart. Short. Sweet. Steamy. No Cliffhanger. If you love Mpreg Omega
werewolf romance with knotting, true mates, and hawtness, start reading Omega
Sacrifice, Book 2 of the Pine Creek Lake pack series, today! Great if you enjoy
mpreg, mpreg romance, gay mpreg, mpreg 2019, mpreg paperback, gay mpreg
romance, mm mpreg, portville mpreg, mmm mpreg, mpreg romance paperback,
mpreg nonshifter mm, mpreg romance books, new mpreg romance, mpreg shifter
romance, mm mpreg romance, mpreg gay books, gay paranormal mpreg,
omegaverse mpreg, gay mpreg romance books, mpreg books google play, mm
omegaverse mpreg, mpreg , omega mpreg, mpreg 2018, mpreg books, mpreg
romance books, mpreg dark, gay mm mpreg romance, dragon mpreg, knot
mpreg, mpreg, forced mpreg, mpreg bundle, mpreg omega, mpreg movie, mpreg
shifter, mpreg shifter romance , daddy mpreg, vampire mpreg, valentine mpreg,
alien mpreg, gay shifter mpreg, mpreg manga, shifter mpreg, mpreg romance
books, mpreg romance , mpreg fantasy, mpreg alpha, mpreg gods, paranormal
mpreg, mpreg cafe, yaoi mpreg, mpreg birth, non-shifter omegaverse m/m mpreg
romance, audible mpreg, knotting mpreg, mpreg knotting, gay romance mpreg,
nonshifter mpreg, mpreg breeding, mpreg billionaire, mpreg forced, mpreg
romance books, omegaverse mpreg forced, mpreg omegaverse, stepbrother
mpreg, mpreg scifi, mpreg mmm, gay mm mpreg, mpreg box set, omega
romance mpreg, wolf shifter mpreg, omega mpreg romance, mpreg romance
google, non-shifter mpreg romance, unlimited mpreg, mpreg nonshifter, books
mpreg, mm shifter mpreg knotting, mpreg romance, alien mpreg romance,
omegaverse mpreg wolves, mpreg gay romance, mpreg books, mm shifter
mpreg romance, mpreg romance audiobook, mpreg non shifter, shifter mpreg
romance, mm mpreg alian warrior, romance mpreg, mpreg short stories,
romance mpreg, mpreg second chance, omega mpreg knotting, shifter romance
mpreg, mpreg omega auction, twin millionaires mpreg, mpreg dragon shifter, mm
romance mpreg, navy seal mpreg, mpreg secret baby, mpreg romance may
december, mpreg, omegaverse mpreg, audible mpreg books, non shifter mpreg
romance, mpreg gay shifter romance, best mpreg books, mm mpreg shifter alpha
omega, mpreg romance e, interracial mpreg romance, andrew burns mpreg,
omegaverse dark romance mpreg, audible books mpreg, shifter romance mpreg ,
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mpreg gay romance series, omegaverse mpreg dark romance, taboo mpreg,
google book mpreg, mpreg marriage of convenience, best books mpreg, gay
romance and gay mpreg romance, book mpreg romance, hell bound an mpreg
urban fantasy romance jaime young, baby doctor an mpreg, taboo pregnancy
mpreg romance books, best gay mpreg romance, abduction a mpreg, alpha and
omega nonshifter mpreg, and other great omegaverse stories.
A Paranormal Shifter Romance Story Will Romeo and Amanda will able to rid
themselves of Lilith forever? ***Due to sexually graphic content and language
that some may find offensive, this book is intended for mature readers only***
With Lilith's soul separated from her body, Romeo and Amanda are bent on
seeing her body destroyed so that she never comes back again. What they’ve
forgotten in the meantime is that Lilith wasn’t alone in her desire over control of
the Delta pack and Romeo. Sarina and Brody are finally enjoying a quiet life, not
that they expect it to last long. Their wedding, a source of great stress, is just
weeks away. With all that’s going on though, Sarina wonders if she’ll ever be
able to legally wed her mate. This fourth instalment brings twists and turns no
one sees coming. Relationships are tested; some bonds are broken while others
stand the test and grow stronger. Download this book to find out how it all ends.
(paranormal romance lycan, best paranormal romance books, shape shifter
series, paranormal romance new releases, shape shifter wolf romance, werewolf
novella, alpha wars, alpha male, alpha wolf, werewolf sex, alpha wolves,
paranormal romance series, alpha male books, werewolf hunter, alpha series,
werewolf series, paranormal sex, paranormal romance lycan, bbw shifter
romance novellas, bbw hea romance, shape shifter series, short stories, shape
shifter wolf romance, werewolf novella)
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